WRITER BULLS EYE

INTRODUCTION

No one can neglect the importance of quality content, but the
advancement in technology and internet high quality content has
gained more importance. Quality content attracts audience itself
automatically because audiences are always looking for content
that fascinates them.
If the content is unique, stylish, interesting and at the same
time informative then people will not only appreciate the content
of the writer but will always wait for the writer to write more
quality content. It is important to analyze the audience to write a
quality document. Knowing the audience helps the writer in
manipulating the content according to the needs of the audience.
It’s not about producing quality just once, but you have to
maintain quality every time you write.
We have discussed tips to write quality content and mistakes
that you need to avoid if you want to produce a quality
manuscript. Also we have discussed how important it is to revise
your document and proofread it before submitting.
As the importance of quality content is also realized by many
businesses, therefore it has emerged as a new career and many indi-
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viduals and freelancers are taking advantage of it. Also we have
provided some tips if you want to write your first content just to
ensure that when you write, it’s a quality content.
We hope you will enjoy reading this book.

1

QUALITY CONTENT AND ITS
IMPORTANCE

C

ontent can be defined as anything that is written and

presented

on the internet for the audience to read. Content can be of
good as well as poor quality. Good quality content

must have two main qualities:

1. It should be user friendly i.e. it should be able to
please the audience.
2. It should be search engine friendly i.e. it should be
able to gain good rankings over search engine.

IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY CONTENT:
Anyone who writes can never ignore the important role that
the content plays in determining its fate. It is the content that
pulls the audience to your written content whereas, if the written
content is of poor quality opposite of it will likely happen. So you
can never take a risk of being careless about the quality of
content no matter what you are writing; a book, creating your
website, preparing a presentation or anything else.
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A great deal of hard work and thinking is required to generate a
piece of good quality content. The most important objective for any
writer is that the audience read the content. For instance the aim of
a website owner includes gaining good rankings, having loyal
readers and a good amount of traﬃc visiting the website and this all
can be gained by writing good quality content on the website.
Generating a high quality work piece requires a massive
amount of thoughts and creativity. It requires a good deal of time to
prepare the content that is worth reading. It is not something to be
taken easily. Serious harm can be done to your writing career if you
fail to maintain a good quality content. So a proper planning along
with a great input is required for this task. Always keep faith in hard
work and remember “Good work will result in great rewards”.
Good quality content can provide solutions to number of business problems as well whereas on the other hand, poor quality
content could increase the diﬃculties of a business. Your content
needs to be professional, attractive and at the same time simple as
well so that your audience can understand exactly what you want to
convey. Almost every business today having an online presence
and therefore quality and well written content can attract potential
customers to your website and thus increasing your sales.

As of now you have realized the importance of quality
content, you must be wondering how to how to generate it? It's
not an easy task but once you maintain a habit of working on
your content, it becomes a very interesting job to perform, plus it
is very rewarding as well. In this book we will be discussing the
main things that you need to consider while writing quality
content, we will also be giving you eﬃcient tips that would help
you in writing quality content and letting you what are the
general mistakes that people make while writing.

2

ANALYZING THE AUDIENCE

Y

ou cannot produce a quality manuscript unless you know

your

audience well. Therefore, while writing quality content of the
main things to consider is to analyze your

audience. This refers to gaining deep knowledge about the
people whom you are targeting through your writing. Every writer
needs to ask themselves one important question that for whom
they are writ-ing? What will be purpose of their content if it does
not attract or influence the audience? Therefore, analyzing
audience is an impor-tant task.
No one can ignore the fact that the objective of writing is that
it should be read by someone. Thus, it is very essential to
understand what the reader would like to read. Only then you
will be able to attract the audience towards your content.
Analyzing your audience helps you in following areas:

1. Informs the writer about What to Write:
Knowing your audience and their interests saves you from
wasting your time and eﬀorts in writing something that will not yield
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positive results. A proper understanding of your audience
enables you to fill your article with insight that will help you
achieve your ultimate goal, i.e. pleasing your readers.
2. Attracting the Readers:
When you know what your readers’ need, and you have the talent
to produce exactly that, then nothing can stop you from creating the
magic in your writing. Automatically audiences are attracted towards
quality content. When people get what they want, they don't only get
pleased but they also develop a liking towards rest of your work.

3. Entertain the readers:
All that your readers want is something of their interest that
doesn't only provide them information but also entertain them. They
participate in such discussions with great interest. If the writer
keeps providing them with quality content (based on writer's deep
knowl-edge of reader's profile and interests), the readers don't only
stay loyal with your content but they also spread good word of
mouth that results in increased number of readers.
But the question that arises is that how one can analyze your
audience. Most of us know how important it is to analyze the audi-ence,
but we find ourselves in confusion about how to carry out this analysis.
We often think that the only way to analyze our audience is through
questions. However, there are plenty of other ways as well.
You can analyze your audience by asking them questions in a
way that makes them feel good. This can be done by focusing on
'you' aspect in the questions as it gives them a feeling that you care
for them. This doesn't only motivate them to answer your questions
but it also results in honest opinions from the audience.
While analyzing your audience, you should use the ways that
please your audience and encourage them to respond. Information
received from audience is of great importance and can help you in
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making important strategic decisions that will ultimately result in
success and achievement of your goals and objectives.
However, we will be learning more on how we can know more
about audience from the feedback they give in the chapter
“Knowing More about Your Audience through Feedback”.

3

EFFECTIVE RESEARCH TO GATHER DATA:

R

esearch is another important aspect of writing high quality
content. Research can be defined as the systematic way
to gain knowledge or information to establish facts.

When you decide to write something, you need to be sure that it
will work well but how to get this assurance? The answer to this
question is by conducting research. When you are starting to
write then you need to research on a variety of subjects and
then choosing the one that seems most appropriate. Then
further research will help you in gathering more data on your
selected subject. This helps you in determining whether the topic
you have chosen, is worth all your writing eﬀorts or not. In other
words, research is a tool that mini-mizes your risk of failure.
Research seems to be an extra and troublesome job, but
once you'll compare the eﬀorts required with the advantages it
gives, then you will be more than glad to conduct this exercise.

SO, the first question that now arises is How to carry out Research?
Research can range from a casual to very organized forms.

However, for content writing, you don't need to go into complexities.
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Following the below mentioned steps, while conducting research
will help in gather enough data for content writing.
1. Set Your Goals:
You should have a clear idea of why you are writing
something. Once you convince yourself of why you are going to
work on a topic, you will be able to convince others as well that
your work is worth reading.
2. Choosing your Niche:
When choosing a topic, you should consider a variety of topics
and then select one that you believe will work out the best. An ideal
niche is one, which is less explored, and yet the readers are likely
to find it interesting. However, the topic you choose to write about
should be of your interest as well. You will only be able to create
wonders if you find the topic interesting yourself.

3. Gather Specific Data:
Once you are clear about your goals, your audience's requirement
and the subject to write about, you can finally move on towards gathering the right data for your subject. There are various sources to
collect data. To have a broad idea, you can begin from utilizing search
engine resources. Later, you can move to specialized search engines
that provide data specific to certain fields. You can also visit e-libraries
to get deeper knowledge on your subject.

4. Brainstorming:
Brainstorming yourself and with others generate first hand data
which cannot be obtained from other sources. Searching your brain for
any kind of information always yield great results. One key is to
imagine that you are a reader and then think about the subject. It will
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help you in determining the areas where reader may want more
explanation. You can also think about the issues and questions
that reader will have in mind. This way, you will be able to
respond to their queries in advance.
5. Develop a Research File:
You cannot keep entire data in your mind. So it’s better to make
a file (could be a soft copy or hard copy) that contains all your
research work. This way, you will be able to extract the information
whenever you want. Having it organized makes it easier.

6. Finalize Your Content:
With the help of the information that you have obtained, you can
proceed towards writing your content. Focusing on the contents
that are important and interesting, you should form and outline for
your whole manuscript and then finalize it by making the final copy.

By carrying out eﬀective research to obtain useful data, you
will end up with a piece of writing that will not only satisfy you but
will also answer all the questions of your audience. All the
writers should begin with research because it is an organized
approach to article writing that yields great rewards.

4

THE HIGH QUALITY CONTENT IS THE
BASIS FOR SUCCESS

U

p till now we have learnt how to write quality content and
what things are critical in producing quality work. There are
two most important ways to attract the audience; the

Content and Graphics. They both play an important role in determining the future of any content. This chapter emphasizes on
the role high quality content plays in the success of writing.

It is the content that turns a reader in to your long term customer.
People spend way too much on promoting their books, blogs and articles, thinking that it is the only one way of attracting customers.
However, this is not the only method that earns you customers. The
most crucial role is played by the content itself. If you think, you will
realize that promotion attracts the readers, but it is content that actually retains them and make them your long term readers. Being interested in a writer is more important than being attracted only. So an
equal emphasis should be paid on content as on content promotion.
Content generation is an important phase. You can generate it
yourself and can also ask others. However, when you are writing the
content yourself, you should thoroughly analyze your talent, capabilities and skills. It’s not suﬃcient to have good writing skills only. You
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also have to sell that content as well. You can earn good ratings for
your content only if it sounds professional and has enough
keywords. So unless you don’t have enough knowledge about how
to generate a content that works well on search engines, we would
suggest you to learn these tips and tricks so that you can write
quality content that not only attracts readers but sells as well. Tips
for Quality Content Writing are discussed in chapter 11 of the book.

THERE ARE two things which are important to discuss:

1. General Content
General content is referred to providing information that the readers
are seeking. This is the detailed text giving out all kinds of information
in order to explain the subject. It should be generated in a manner that
it satisfies your customers. However, for that it is necessary that
people visit your webpage. So it is very important for your general
content to be search engine friendly. Make sure you enter enough
keywords to get high search engine ratings. But always remember, a
good written content does not overuse the keywords.

2. Ad Content:
Although there are people who make web pages as a hobby but
most of us want some benefits out of it. The monetary benefits are
achieved through ad content. This is the part that sells the products
and services. It should be related to your subject so that people click
on it to get more information. If you link your general content with Ad
content in a creative manner, it results to be more productive.
Your content should be free of errors regarding grammar, language
and sentence formation. The key to have a successful content is to
publish content which is informative for your user and is also search
engine friendly when you are putting it on the internet. If
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you have good ratings in a web search, people will find your
content quickly. Once the customers are attracted, it will be the
quality of content which will retain them. So, whether you are
writing a book, article or content for your business webpage you
need to emphasize on quality of your content.

5

MISTAKES TO AVOID WHILE WRITING ARTICLES

W

riting quality content is a very sensitive work that

requires

great attention. You cannot be careless about your
writing because even a minor error can create

great destruction to the image that readers have about your
work. When writing, you should be careful and should make sure
that you don't make the mistakes. Since we would like to help
you in writing quality content therefore one more advice would
be to avoid the following mistakes that many people make and
this will help you to generate quality content.
1. Improper Grammar and Spellings:
No matter how genuine and informative your ideas are, they will
lose their strength if they are communicated through wrong
grammar and spellings. This will ruin the eﬀect that your content is
expected to have on your audience. It will promote a sloppy image
of you as a writer and as a result, no one will read your work.
2. Language Mistakes:
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Some people have misconception that loading their content
with rich vocabulary will earn them a good image. However, it is
not true. It will not earn you good ranking on the internet or
image unless your audience understands it completely. You
should emphasize more on making your reader understand the
content rather than using very diﬃcult words.
3. Loosing Focus:
One big mistake that generally new writers make is to start
writing before having a proper idea of what they have to write.
When you are not clear of what you are writing and why you are
writing, you tend to lose your focus and then you drag your
writing in various directions. This confuses your audience and
they don't find your writing informative.
4. Working on Keywords Only:
There is no doubt that keywords help your content in earning
good rankings. Knowing this, some writers load their work with
keywords and end up with a piece of work that lacks genuine
infor-mation. A good writer will enter keywords only where they
are required.
5. Selecting Wrong Niche:
It is good to select a niche that is not explored. However, it
should not be the one in which audience is not interested.
People make a mistake by writing about something that is
unique without knowing that audience has no interest in that
topic. Also, when you write about something that every writer is
writing about, you will probably not get noticed.
6. Having a Poor Title:
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A lot of people do not pay enough attention to the title of their
content. However, it is very important, as it is the introduction
and promotion of your content. People won't select your text,
article or book from among a list of various articles, if they find
the topic boring and dull. So a lot of creativity is required to
come up with good title that catches the eyes of the readers.
7. Copying the Content:
Although you can obtain great amount of data from
resources that are already published, you should limit the use of
such data to preliminary research. Providing the readers with the
same informa-tion would not be going to make the content good.
People will like your content only if it has some originality and
uniqueness. If copied content is made available, people will
prefer reading the content of others particularly original content.
8. Self Praising:
A lot of writers believe that if they create hype about their work,
then audience will be attracted towards it and that the audience will
automatically rate the content of good quality. Although this idea
sounds great, but it doesn't prove fruitful until the content has the
information which audiences are seeking. Good genuine
information is something that will provide you with great results.
Hype with no proper information is nothing but a waste.

9. Uninteresting Content:
The content should be organized in a manner that readers
don't get bored and tend to lose their interest. It should be crisp
enough to maintain readers' interest. Before reading the whole
content, your audiences are likely to skim it to decide whether to
read it or leave it. Having proper headings, options and bullets
will make your readers' task easy.
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To avoid these mistakes once you have written the content,
you should counter check the spelling, punctuation and all the
other mistakes that are discussed above. In this way, you can
learn from the mistakes that have been made by previous
writers and make your content full of quality.

6

REVISION: SHARPENING PURPOSE AND DETAILS

W

hile generating the content, revision is a very important

step.

When you revise your document, you get aware of any
mistakes that you have made. Also there are many

other benefits of revising a document.

Most of us think that revision is something that we do after
completion of the document. However, it is so not true. Just
assume that after you finish your document, you revise it and make
some change in the initial few lines. This will require you to make
relevant changes throughout the document. Thus, revision should
start at the time you start writing so that you keep working on your
mistakes and keep making changes appropriately as you proceed.

PURPOSES OF REVISION:
There are diﬀerent purposes for revising a document.
Revision is done in order to;
To find out mistakes made in grammar,
spellings, punctuation or sentence formation.
To improve the content.
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To enhance the purpose.
To increase depth of the article.

IMPORTANCE OF REVISION:
Revision is very important. You definitely don’t want
someone else to highlight your mistakes. You will like your final
copy to be free of errors. You don’t want to spoil reader’s fun
when they read your work. You can save yourself from all of the
stated problems by revising your document properly.
It is said the writing is just one half of the job. The rest half is
revi-sion. As being said by E.B. White, “The best writing is
rewriting”. So a great emphasis should be made on revising a
document. Once you’ll progress with your content, new ideas might
arrive on how to make it better. Revision will enable you to inject
new ideas and add more information wherever needed, making
your document more and more interesting for the readers.

HOW TO CARRY OUT REVISION:
Following the below given steps will enable you to revise the
document in an organized manner.
• EXPLAIN YOUR MAIN IDEA:
While doing revision, you should try to emphasize more and
more on your main idea. Adding more weight to the central idea
will allow the readers to know what you’re trying to deliver. They
will grab a clear knowledge when enough explanation will be
provided about the central idea.
• TALK TO YOUR READER:
Once you have expressed your ideas, revise them and present
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them in a manner that you are talking to your readers directly. This
will help them absorb the information in a much better manner.
Simply stating the facts won’t have enough impact. So you need to
revise the document and communicate directly with your readers.

• REMOVE ANY CONFUSION:
Rereading the document allows you to read it from
audience’s perspective. You should cut down the sentences
where they are going too long. Also, if you have written
something that is dragging the concept out of limits, you should
reduce or remove it. By revising the document, you should make
sure that no confusions are left for the readers.
• CORRECTING THE MISTAKES:
Finally, while revising, you should look out and remove any
mistakes regarding grammar, language, punctuation and
sentence formation.
SO, revising the document is very important if you want your
content to be of high quality even the best writers revise the
document number of times.

7

PROOFREADING AND EDITING

P

roofreading refers to reading the entire document after it’s
completed in order to identify any mistakes. Although in today’s
world, spelling the words in a diﬀerent way, faulty
grammar and improper punctuation is accepted as completely normal

on small screen, however, when writing professionally, such mistakes
can cause you a lot of disgrace. Proofreading is a very impor-tant step
in content generation as it saves the writer from the guilt that he/she
faces when one of the readers identify those mistakes. This is the final
quality check which is carried out to ensure that no errors are
overlooked. When you expect to be rewarded as a profes-sional, you
need to work as a professional too. And professionals don’t take any
risk when it comes to the quality of their writing.

By proofreading the content you can identify the errors and
then you do the required editing to come up with the final copy.
PROOFREADING YOUR DOCUMENT:
To improve the quality of your content you need to check
errors in following four areas while you are proofreading;
•

•

•
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1. Typographical Errors:
A writer is likely to make various mistakes while typing.
These typographical mistakes can change the meaning of the
sentences and gives a bad impression to the readers. Therefore,
such mistakes should be highlighted and edited.
2. Spelling Mistakes:
Although there are automatic spell checkers that identify any
spelling mistakes in the document but still it’s not safe to entirely
depend on them. One should always get the spellings checked
for even automatic spell checkers can overlook some mistakes.
For exam-ple, if you have written “their” instead of “there”, a
spell check or grammar check may not highlight it.
3. Grammar Mistakes:
While you are proofreading you need to have command over
language in order to identify grammatical mistakes. If you do not
have good command over the language then you can use the
services of any other person. At times, a few sentences are
grammatically correct but they don’t sound right. Also tenses
and sentence forma-tion should be checked thoroughly.
Extremely lengthy sentences are also likely to cause confusion.
Therefore, changes should be made wherever required.
4. Punctuation Errors:
A proper check on punctuation is very important for wrong punctuation marks can change the meaning of sentence. You definitely
don’t want your readers to infer wrong meanings of your words;
therefore, the proofreader needs to make sure that the whole document is punctuated well. For this, the proofreader should also
under-stand the meanings behind writer’s sentences.
•

•

•
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ROLE OF PROOFREADER:
It is completely normal for all writers, no matter how experienced
they are, to make mistakes. It is better to identify them before it’s too
late. A proofreader is recommended because it’s hard to identify
mistakes in one’s own writing. The writer, by reading his content again
and again becomes immune to the mistakes. Whereas, it is easy for
the proofreader to identify the mistakes made. You cannot take any
risk when it comes to the credibility of your content.

Proofreading and editing is a time consuming task. But its
impor-tance should not be misunderstood. Those who skip this
important step, usually end up paying a very high price for it.

8

INCREASING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF
WRITING

W

riting is something whose quality varies from time to

time.

Even the most experienced writers find it hard to write
and express their thoughts at times. There are

times when you write pages and pages of quality content.
Whereas, at times you find it hard even to write a few lines.
Writing quality diﬀers with mood, topic, information and various
other factors. The purpose of this chapter is to help you become
a better writer by increasing your productivity.
Understanding and acting on following suggestions will help
you increase the productivity of your writing.
1. Work on Distractions!
Whenever you don’t feel like writing, ask yourself a question; “Do I
want to do something else?” Most of the times there are distractions
that stop us from writing a good piece of work. There are things that
have no value and importance but we still feel like doing them. For
example, when you sit to write an article, you may feel an intense urge
to check your Facebook notifications. Although, things like these are
not important, but a single distraction can aﬀect the quality
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of your work. The right thing is to perform those tasks first. Once you
take those tasks out of your mind by giving them sometime, you will be
able to devote all your energy and creativity to your writing.

2. Surroundings and Situations:
You may not believe it, but the surroundings and situations
you are in, have a direct eﬀect on the quality of your writing.
Small things like your room’s temperature, your mood and your
health can aﬀect your writing. You need to understand that there
are times when you just cannot write. When you are under
uncomfortable situations, try to overcome them. If there is not
much that you can do, then simply stop writing. Once the
situation gets back to normal, you may continue writing.
3. Be Careful Of Deadlines:
Deadlines for the completion of work have diﬀerent eﬀects on
diﬀerent people. There are people who feel more productive
when they have to complete the work on some given time.
Whereas, there are a few people who feel too stressed when
they are forced to complete their task on a given date, for they
want to have freedom of writing whenever they want. People
should work on deadlines according to their natures. It is
understood that you will face deadline quite often. If you feel ok
to work under stress, carry on. However, if deadlines upset you,
then you should start working much before the deadline so that
you can complete your task before getting too stressed.
4. Try New Tools:
Some people use simple tools like pen and paper for writing,
some use other tools like typewriter, desktop computer and laptop.
No matter what you use, you will not disagree with the fact that a
little change is usually good. Try changing your tool and it can help
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you in bringing new ideas and you never know you can be more
productive with new tool.
5. Take a Break:
All writers need breaks. You should know when to take a break.
There are times when you should just stop and keep writing task
aside. You are a human and you won’t be highly productive all the
time. So it’s better to take breaks. Who knows, you may write the
article of your lifetime after you get refreshed by a break.
These are the few suggestions for you to improve your productivity as a writer. Even the best writers do follow these advices.

9

KNOWING MORE ABOUT YOUR
AUDIENCE THROUGH FEEDBACK

W

e have been learning up till now the importance of
analyzing the audience and how content quality can
attract the audience but now we will learn how we can

know more about our audience through the criticism and
feedback they make.
No one can ignore the fact that it is important to analyze the audience in order to determine whether the goals are achieved or not.
However, even in this era when businesses have turned to be
customer focused, most of us tend to neglect how important the
'audience' factor is. We often think that the only way to analyze our
audience is through questions. However, there are plenty of other
ways as well. A saddening fact is that a lot of trainers are not aware of
the various methods and some of them understate the importance and
role of audience analysis. However, it doesn't make audience analysis
any less important. Analysis is the first step and a very important tool
for the 'functional approach' of the business. The 'functional approach'
emphasizes on setting of goals and objectives and then guides us
towards periodical measurement and analysis of those objectives. This
helps us in determining the level to which we have achieved our goals
and whether we have accomplished them or
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not. Audience analysis is a very important step that helps us in
analyzing all this. Unless the trainers don't develop an ability to analyze
the feedback, they are likely to make mistakes or misjudge the
progress that is made towards achievement of goals. This mistake will
lead to generation of wrong idea about the overall success.

You can analyze your audience by asking them questions in a
way that makes them feel good. This can be done by focusing on
'you' aspect in the questions. When you focus on the audience
while asking the question, it gives them a feeling that you care for
them. It pleases them that their opinion is a matter of importance to
you. This doesn't only motivate them to answer your questions but
it also results in honest opinions from the audience.

While analyzing your audience, you should use the ways that
please your audience and encourage them to respond. Also if
you need to read what they say about your writing, no matter if
you have written a book, article or posted something on blog.
You should take the wordings of the audience carefully and
make amendments accordingly. Obviously, your content cannot
satisfy everyone but your main objective should be to get the
appreciation of most of the readers.
Information received from audience is of great importance
and can help you in making important strategic decisions which
will ulti-mately result in success and achievement of your goals
and objec-tives. Since you are writing for them, therefore it is
important to know what they want.

10

TIPS FOR QUALITY CONTENT WRITING

C

ontent is the most important object in any web page. It is

your

content that makes a diﬀerence. It doesn’t only attract audience but
also plays a very important role in retaining them. Thus, in order to
satisfy your audience’s needs, you should

work hard on your content.
There are several ways to generate quality content. You can
write it yourself, you can take the data that is already published
over internet or on some other source and re-publish it on your
web page or you can outsource content writing to some
professional. In case you choose the first option of generating
content all by yourself, you will find the following tips useful.
1. Be Passionate About Your Subject:

The writer must have a passion about the subject he/she is
writing about. This passion will let you make the best use of your
abilities as you will be able to share more information and in a
better way than some other writers who lacks the passion about
that subject.
•

•

•
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2. Carry out Research:
While writing content, even if you have enough information,
you can always research for more information. You should be
sure that you don’t leave any information that your audience
expects you to share. Always carry out a research before writing
content. You can check various resources like Search Engines,
Libraries, other blogs etc.
3. Stay Updated:
You should always stay updated regarding your topic. You are
not supposed to miss any information. Television, news papers and
internet are few sources that will provide you with latest news about
your subject. Audience always likes to know more and new about
the subject. If your audience finds your content old and boring, they
are likely to switch to some other web page. So you should make
sure that you provide the latest information about your subject. This
will also help you to stay ahead in competition.

4. Use proper grammar, spellings and language:
The book has been highlighting using of proper grammar,
spellings and languages because using proper spellings, grammar
and language helps you in generating credibility. Language should
be used in a manner that all of the readers get your idea. You
should consider the fact that English is not the primary language of
all your readers so you should be careful about it.

5. Develop a Style:
Have a style of your own! People will appreciate you if you
prove to be diﬀerent. Even if you’re telling them the same thing,
the way you express it can make a huge diﬀerence. You should
always communicate with your audience directly. It should feel
like one to one conversation rather than simply stating the facts.
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6. Set Your Goals:
Before writing, you should develop a list of goals and objectives.
You should have clear idea that what return are you seeking from
your work. You should know what reaction you want from your
audi-ence, so that you write the content respectively.

7. Identify your Audience’s expectations:
For once, you should put yourself in your readers’ shoes and
think about their expectations from your content. Knowing what
the readers want, will be very helpful in providing the audience
with right content.
8. Predict the Issues or Problems that Audience Might Have:
A little research and brainstorming will tell you what issues or
problems your audience can have with the content. Predicting
prob-able issues will help you in solving your audience’s
problems in advance.
Considering the above mentioned tips will enable you to generate
good quality content that will be appreciated by your audience.

11

THE ROLE OF MARKETING IN WRITING

A

fter you have written your content you must be thinking to attract

audience and for this you need to market your writ-ing.
Marketing plays a very important role in making your
writing a success. You may be a very good writer having experience of
lots of articles and books that provide exactly what audience needs.
But nothing will happen unless your audience will read your work. To
attract audience towards your work, you need to do marketing.

Once you have completed your work, you need to reach out
to your target market. You will need to find a good reliable
publisher on whom you can trust. The publisher should be the
one whose name and work adds value to your writing.
When we see big writers publishing their work through big
publishing houses, we often get disappointed for we don’t have
enough resources to reach at such a high level. Well, it is not
neces-sary to have a big start. You can begin with some small
publisher. However, the reliability of the publisher matters. Having
association with some publishing group enhances your credibility.
You can also start with associated content i.e. AC. If you’re one
of the writers who love to write for magazines and newspapers, you
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have no better place to start than AC. There can’t be a feeling
like watching your work being published in known magazines
and news-papers. Not only this, it builds up your credit and
polishes your writing skills at the same time.
Watch out for websites which have high traﬃc and whose
subject matches with your subject of writing. You can write for them
and once users know you and your work, you can go on and launch
your own page. This will save you from eﬀorts to develop a number
of loyal readers. Also, you can always begin by having a website of
your own. You will have to carry out marketing activities to attract
the audience and to make your website more user friendly.
The world of web is too large and people won’t be able to find you
unless you tell them that you’re there. In order to spread word of mouth
about your work, you should not only have promotional oﬀers at your
site but also you should play the role of a social butterfly. You should
visit other websites and blog which are working on similar subjects as
yours. Participating on other blogs will give you an insight about how
people are marketing their work. Also, whenever you get a chance, you
should provide links to your own work. This will allow more and more
people to visit your page and read your writing.

Also, you should promote your work on social networking
sites like facebook, twitter etc. People spend a lot of time on
these sites and if they find your marketing good, they will
definitely give your page a visit. However, be sure that you use
catchy words and interesting sentences to describe your work.
If you have made your work available over internet, it doesn’t
mean that you have to market it only over internet. A lot of users
allow other media resources to guide them to internet pages.
You should make as much use of media as possible. However,
the budget should be under control. Try to get your news
published in maga-zines or newspaper. There are ways how you
can get into news without paying much. If there is something
new or unique about your work, the media will highlight it itself.
The key to use marketing eﬀectively in your writing is to provide
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the right information to the right people on the right time. The
infor-mation should be provided in a manner that it results in the
desired response from the target audience.

12

MAINTAINING FRESH QUALITY
CONTENT OVER TIME

W

hen we talk about content writing, quality of the content
is one thing that matters most. You will be able to
attract audience only if you provide them with some-

thing that is of their interest. However, this is not the only
prerequi-site to attract the audience. You need to make sure that
your audience stays loyal with your content. The key to which is
maintenance of good quality over the period of time. A continues
supply of quality content is a must for sustainability and growth.
Writers must have proper plans as to how to maintain quality
content whenever they write.

No matter what way you adapt to attract traﬃc, a continuous
flow of interesting information is what you always need. Following
are the keys using which you can maintain quality in your content.

1. Brainstorming:
You can create enormous amount of information simply by
studying yourself. You can start by examining your mind and asking
questions like what you want to know about. Things that you would
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like to know more about might be the things that others want to
know too. So learn what you're interested in and then share it
with your audience.
Not only this, you can always share your personal feelings.
For what you are going through might be the situation of others.
Even if not, they will get to learn from your experience. So it’s
always a good idea to share your knowledge and thoughts.
2. Identify your expertise:
You know it well that no matter what topic you choose to write,
there are people who are writing on the similar topics. So instead of
being isolated in your own world, you should go out and explore
where similar topics are shared. You can even participate there
when-ever you feel you have something to share. But the main
focus should be on 'learning'. The insight that you will receive by
seeing how and what others are doing will amaze you. We don't
mean to say that you should copy the content or the style, but
exploring your niche will help you with important information on
what's going around you. You never know, there can always be
things that can inspire you. It will also help you out in promoting
your content and your name. You can always tell others what you're
doing and it may earn you more audience.

3. Welcome Other Writers:
Once you maintain a good amount of quality information in
your content, you will certainly get noticed. At such a point, it’s
always good to shake hands with other writers whom you think
can contribute positively to your blog. However, such a decision
should be taken only after you become certain that the external
writers are capable of producing quality content. It will not only
lessen your burden but will bring a new taste to your writing.
To succeed, you have to maintain quality content over time. In
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order not to overlook this important aspect, you should have a
proper content strategy that will enable you to maintain good
content. No matter how good your marketing campaign is, a good
content strategy will help you to stay ahead and successful.

13

QUALITY CONTENT IS THE KEY TO A
SUCCESSFUL WEBSITE

H

ow to make a website successful? This question is faced by

all

of us when we decide to have a website of our own. When
you'll ask people, they will give you various

answers. Some of them believe that it's all about attractive graphics
whereas some people will suggest loading your website with eyecatching ads and money will start flowing in. It might be true for
short-term success. However, studies have proven that people get
bored of these graphics over a period of time and such websites
face their demise after a period of time. Then what can be the key
to a successful website? What is the thing that makes diﬀerence?
The answer to these questions is 'content'. It’s the quality of content
that matters. It is the content that makes your website successful.
The problem arises when you fail to generate quality content.
There are diﬀerent ways to generate good quality content. You should
start by analyzing where most of your traﬃc comes from. Once you
know that, you should survey the search engines. Search engines are
responsible for generating most of the traﬃc over Internet. Search
engines can provide you with massive amount of information about any
topic. You need to develop such content on your website that it earns
your website enough ratings to stay on the good side of the
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search engine. You should work along with the search engines in
order to deliver the right content to your audience through the right
channel. Although it sounds complex but it’s not much diﬃcult.
Search engines will reward you with what you want provided you
serve them with what they want. All search engines want is
'content'. When a user searches something, the search engine
matches the query with the content of the websites and lists them
according to the relevance. So you should work on your keywords
so that they match exactly with user's query.
Knowing that it is the content that is most important, you should
use more and more of your resources to generate right content.
You can use your skills to generate content, get content from free
sources or even outsource this task. In case you choose to do it
yourself, you need to adapt a style that encourages search engines
to recommend your content. Keywords should be used properly to
provide audience what they are seeking.

IF YOU GO for the free content through public domains, you should
know that it'll be very diﬃcult for you to gain a good ranking on
search engines. Reason being, that all of the stuﬀ will already be
there on internet and people will have no reason to visit your
page for it will be no diﬀerent.
In order to have a successful website, it's necessary to provide the
audience with something that they cannot find anywhere else. Also,
you should combine all the aspects including graphics, content,
language and promotion in order to come up with a perfect mix.

So, by emphasizing on quality of the content of your website
you can attract traﬃc not only for short term but for longer period
of time.

14

WRITING CONTENT FOR WEBSITES THAT GETS
TRAFFIC

T

he quality and eﬃcacy of the content posted on any website

plays a

vital role in creating the repute and prestige of any website. On
the other hand it demands great concentration

by the moderator to cautiously think before posting any article or
online journal on the webpage. The content of the website or
any associated webpage is the core source to entice the readers
(or users) of the website.
The content must be deeply analyzed and evaluated before
displaying it on any web link. The array of words in any article or any

online content must be appropriately knitted so that it can escalate the
probabilities of that particular article or content of being explored by
many search engines. The optimization and modification in the search
engine models have made it really challenging for the website owners
and online business executives to get through their articles and
contents across the modern junk filters. The monetiza-tion and control
of the modernized search engines have raised the bar related to the
quality and peculiarity of the online articles.

The uniqueness and exclusiveness of any content tempts more
and more readers towards the website. Their frequent visits would
necessarily generate more traﬃc each day thereby adding to the
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eminence and reputation of the website. Furthermore doing so
would also make one’s webpage more accessible and more
reachable. So there would be the improvement in search
engine’s rankings and word-of-mouth would also oﬀer more
advertising of website free of cost.
The usual escalation in traﬃc would be fruitful in the long run
for the website. With the passage of time, this incredible
increase in traﬃc and visits will be converted into the successful
sales. Inter-esting and appealing articles would provide an
ample amount of reasons to the users for staying at one’s
website. As they spend more time on webpage, they will make
more purchases. Thus there will be a dual benefit that is the
increase of traﬃc and at the same time increase of revenue.
The best way to make content more fascinating to the readers is to
select a hot-topic. The topic must be vigilantly and carefully selected so
that it could link one’s product or services with the advancement taking
place in the modern era. This could be achieved easily by recruiting
the professional and experienced web content writers. Although there
would be an increase in incurred costs over the busi-ness by taking on
board the specialized and proficient content writer but it would prove
fruitful in the long run as it would bring in more and more business for
the organization. The articles posted on the website should not talk out
loud about the related products or oﬀered services. This practice would
make many users averse to visit one’s webpage. The article must not
be an advertisement however the best option for attractive articles
could be linking one’s product with the latest trends and fads in the
society related to technology and science.
The content, if appropriately written, could easily get more and
more traﬃc to one’s webpage. One must be keen enough before
selecting any topic and subject for posting the content. It is better for
one to understand the “do’s and don’ts” and “if’s and buts’ ” of content
writing before embarking on this online business expedition.
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HOW LOW QUALITY CONTENT CAN
HURT YOU AND YOUR BUSINESS?

A

s we have been learning throughout the book the

importance

of high quality content and how it can help you in attracting
customers to your website. But one

should also know what low quality content is and how low quality
content can hurt you and your business.
High quality content as we have discussed before in the book
is the content that attracts traﬃc towards your website and if you
have poor quality or low quality content then it not only lose
many customers that could have been attracted towards your
website but it would decrease your potential sales as well.
In every business, there are customers who just come across
and read about the product and purchase them. But the question
is how these people come across your website? The answer is
that, these people search what they need on diﬀerent search
engines by using some keywords and then search engine shows
the result, if they find something interesting, they have a look at
it and just buy it. But if your website is having low quality content
that does not show good ranks when search through internet
then you are losing many customers.
It is a better idea to concentrate on the content on your website
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rather than producing too much content and posting it on diﬀerent
websites to attract customers. However, customers would be
attracted, but the main thing that will influence your customer is the
content of your website. If the content is not encouraging and
tempting them to buy your products or services then what is the
point of attracting them by posting diﬀerent articles on websites and
blogs. It is the content’s quality that makes people to stay for longer
period of time on your website and convert traﬃc to your customers.
Another reason for not too much depending on diﬀerent backlinks
from diﬀerent article directories is that these website do not provide
wonderful results.

With the passage of time and advancement in technology,
these search engines change their methods of listing the search
results. So, don’t get worried too much, just try to concentrate
and think on important keywords that your target market would
be looking to search. Think of yourself as a potential customer,
and try to deter-mine your needs and wants that could be
fulfilled by your business, this way you can come across good
keywords that would be very handy in attracting traﬃc.
This is one of the simplest ways to attract traﬃc. So, the
important thing is that you need to use appropriate keywords
that your target audience would be using while searching and
concentrate more on the content that you use in your website. If
the quality is of low qual-ity, then neither people will be able to
search you through search engines nor will you be able to
convert your traﬃc into customers. So, make sure you use right
keywords at the right place and emphasize on quality content.
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THE COST OF A HIGH QUALITY
CONTENT WRITER AND THE REWARDS THEY
CAN BRING TO YOUR WEBSITE

W

ebsite owners usually have to make a critical decision of
recruiting a professional content writer. The services
of a supreme quality content writer usually incur a
high cost on the expenses of any website or an online business organization. There are hordes of benefits that once can have by acquiring
the services of any specialized content writer. Recent economic
downturn has entirely shifted the paradigm of conventional business
practices. Almost every business organization is in quest of reducing
the incurred costs over the excess resources.
It demands a careful analysis by the website owners and other
business executives as to deeply evaluate the vantages of hiring a
professional content writer. The prime concern of any website or an
online business organization is to reap more and more profits. The
traditional way of achieving the commercial success is to cut down
costs and reduce the expenses. However modern era demands a
change in the customary and usual business practices.
The foremost diﬀerence that can fascinate the business organizations and websites to have a skilled content writer is presumption of
quality. Most of the online websites oﬀer junk, plagiarized and poorly
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written articles at a cheap amount. This article divulges the facets
related to taking on board the professional and expert content writer.

There is a considerable diﬀerence in the amount of wages; a
professional content writer would demand then the unskilled and
inexperienced writers. If the qualification, skills and experience of
any acquired writer escalates then at the same time the associated
charges also increase. However there are many website and blogs
that oﬀer articles and journals at comparatively low rate but the
credi-bility and worth of all such writings is next to debris. They only
provide the copied content and furthermore it is also of not satisfactory quality. This would not add any value to one’s internet site
however would play a prominent role in jeopardizing attraction of
one’s website or blog. High quality and perfectly written content
obviously entice the readers and this luring is a continual
phenomenon that provokes other readers to go through one’
website and thus generate more frequent traﬃc. The increase of
traﬃc gener-ally converts into mammoth sales.

The demographic analysis of both the options that is to have
a professional writer or not reflects that the sales gained by
levying a professional content writer is by far better then
reducing the costs on the ground for not having expert content
writers. The quality, eﬃcacy and eminence of a content written
by qualified and proficient writer add substantial value to one’s
website. The rough estimate reveals that SEO organizations’
profits and revenues increase ten folds by having specialized
and certified content writer in the human resource.
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SKILLS REQUIRED FOR WRITING
QUALITY CONTENT

M

any people think that writing is a very easy job and most
of them can write. However, there are skills required if
you want to become a quality writer and if
you lack these skills then you cannot produce quality content. There
are many writers across the world, but readers like and appreciate only
those content which are of high quality. In this book, we have been
emphasizing on how to write quality content and the tips that you can
follow to write quality content but every writer needs to develop few
skills which are very important if he or she wants to write quality
content. Unless your content does not have the quality the readers will
not like and appreciate your content.
Following are the most important skills that are required if you want
to produce quality content and want to attract customers atten-tion. If
you lack these skills, then you can always learn these skills.

1. Good Command of English
Many readers like the content written by diﬀerent writers, but
because of errors and mistakes in the language they do not get a good
first impression. It is important for writers to build reliability and
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credibility by writing error-free content and this can only be done if the
writer has good command of English language. It is a good idea to
avail the services of a proofreader if you do not have good command
of the language. However, you must concentrate on building your
langue skills if you want to achieve success as a writer.

2. Creative Writing
You need to bring in creativity in your writing in order to
diﬀeren-tiate your writing with others. Even if you provide basic
information to the readers, it must be written in such a way that it
grabs their attention. If your content lacks the originality and
creativity then readers might not be interested in even going
through the whole content.
3. Good Research Skills
Research allows you to gather information from diﬀerent
sources plus if you have good research skills then you might not
miss impor-tant points that are to be included in the content and
this is what every reader is looking for, that the content explains
everything to them without missing important points of the
subject. Besides this if you have good research skills, then your
chances of accuracy increases and you can produce quality and
accurate content in less time.
When a writer combines these three skills then they are a
perfect fit to write quality content. You need to diﬀerentiate your
content with your creativity and research skills. It is your style
that will become a trademark for your readers so you need to
concentrate on your own writing style and always emphasizing
on quality because it will yield you long term readers.
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WRITING FOR THE FIRST TIME

A

fter you have read all the tips and guidelines that are

important

for the writers to write quality content plus mistakes that you
need to avoid while writing, now is time

to know how important your first content is and what you must
do when you are writing for the first time. It is important to
produce your first content, a perfect one. So, you need to give
time while writing your first content and should do research even
if you feel you have the expertise on the subject.
Also your first content should be very important because if it
is good then it can bring you lots of appreciation from the
readers or if the content does not meet up to the expectations of
the audience then reviews and feedback from audience can
demoralize you to such extent that you might even stop writing.
Following are the tips you must follow if you want to produce
your first content, a very good one.
1. Give ample time in preparing the manuscript:
No matter what you are writing it is important to give ample time
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in preparing the first document. However, you might feel to just
quickly publish your first content but this is not the way to go.
Hurrying just to complete your first manuscript might harm your
career as a writer therefore you need to ensure that this manuscript
is going to make a diﬀerence and automatically attract audience
because of its uniqueness, originality and high quality content.

2. Learn from the mistakes and adopt good points of others
If you are preparing your first document, then you should
learn from others. You must learn why some writers are so
successful and also the reasons behind the failure of many
writers. What traits and characteristics make some writers
successful and some unsuccessful? You need to adopt good
points of successful writers and at the same time learn from the
mistakes that have caused writers to be unsuc-cessful.
3. Selecting your subject
Writing first document is a tough job because many times you are
undecided in selecting your subject. One rule of thumb is that you
should select a topic in which you have the knowledge and expertise.
However, you still need to conduct research on the subject even if you
think you are an expert. Reason for doing research is that you should
not miss any significant point that readers might be looking for.

These are the most important points that you must adhere
while preparing your first document so that your first content will
be able to make a mark in the minds of the readers. So, good
luck and start writing your first manuscript.
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WHY CHOOSE CONTENT WRITING?

T

he advancement of science and technology has posed

hordes

of advantages to the mankind. Internet is among those
scientific inventions that have created a revolution in

the business world. With the advent of internet, a new
terminology has also been introduced that is ‘Content Writing’.
Content writing is in fact very straightforward and trouble-free
job. Beside its simplicity and easiness, it demands a lot of skills and
potentials among the individuals who get into this profession.
Content writing is actually among those chores of online business
planet that oﬀers extreme satisfaction and gratification. The boom
of internet and the related technology have paved the way for the
skillful content writers to gain a lot of earning opportunities. Current
economic slump have changed the entire prototype of business
arena globally. Financial crisis have made it very diﬃcult for the
meager income earners to make both ends meet with their limited
earnings. For all such people who want to make money online and
within short period of time, online content writing is the most
feasible option available in the pool of the web planet.

Many young men and adults of the current generation are in
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quest of having some side income due to the fiscal chaos that has
badly hit the economy. Apart from these, teenagers also want
money to cover up their daily expenses lavishly. Content writing,
thus, is the most sensible option for all these people to make
money by spending just two to three hours daily on the internet.
To be a content writer, one must have ability and skills to analyze
the subject and to properly communicate it to the readers. There are
many online websites that usually look for such individuals who have
passion of writing and editing. These websites normally pay a huge
amount of wages to the skilled and experienced players of this content
writing industry. However, amateur writers would find it diﬃ-cult to write
and analyze content at their inception in this business occupation. The
regular practices and exercises would definitely groom the skills and
talent of young and fledgling entrants. The vicinity of content writing in
the business world is among those areas that fascinates the young and
mature alike and provide equivalent opportunities to both to prove their
aptitude and ability.
The best practice in this regard is to host own website and post
the content on it. This would provide oneself a podium to begin
personal business. Revenues could be generated easily by adding
the creative and thought provoking articles. As the value of the
content escalates among readers, more and more traﬃc would
access one’s website. Thus one could reap profit by using this
platform as means to advertise third party products. The most vital
and significant part is to place such content that can entice readers
to visit the link frequently. The luring and tempting potential among
the readers will reflect the probable revenue of the website. A lot of
research must have to be done before embarking on the journey of
placing any article on the website. The quality and the originality of
the content matters the most.

ONCE

A PERSON GETS

to know the pleasures and rewards of content

writing which oﬀers handsome income along with the comforts and
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solace of working from home, the person becomes
addicted to it. Many people would like to opt for this job but
very few have that required quality in them to survive in
this skillful business profes-sion. This job definitely
provides one, a win-win situation.

